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THE  RISE  OF  THE  NEW  HYBORIAN  LEGION,  PART  TEN 

By Lee A. Breakiron 

     As we saw in our first installment [1], the Robert E. Howard United Press Association (REHupa) was 

founded in 1972 by a teen-aged Tim Marion as the first amateur press association (apa) devoted to Howard.  

By mid-1986, the regular membership stood at only 17, but Mailings were about 150 pages in length and 

rising.  L. Sprague de Camp, Glenn Lord, and Karl Edward Wagner were honorary members.  Copies were 

no longer being archived at Ranger, Tex., Junior College.  

 

     Former, longtime REHupan James Van Hise wrote the first comprehensive history of REHupa through 

Mailing #175. [2]  Like him, but more so, we are focusing only on noteworthy content, especially that 

relevant to Howard.  Here are the highlights of Mailings #91 through #95. 

     Mailings in the #80s and #90s were often distinguished by the long contributions of Rusty Burke, Vern 

Clark, and Steve Trout, whose zines boasted many long, thought-provoking Mailing Comments.  Mailing 

#91 came to be called the Lost Mailing because it was scheduled to be issued in May, 1988, but didn’t come 

out until May, 1989 after #92, because Official Editor (OE) Mark Kimes, whose first Mailing (#90) had 

come out late, inexplicably vanished with all the zines slated for #91, as well as with the apa treasury, 

supplies, and stapler.  [He is still living in Shreveport, La.]  Emergency Officers Bill Cavalier and Clark 

interceded, putting out #92 in July and #93 in September.  Later Clark reconstructed what he could of #91 

(material that wasn’t already used in #92) and put it out a whole year late.  Burke and Cavalier were paying 

apa expenses out of pocket while requesting donations from members. 

     In #91, de Camp reveals some surprising facts about British explorer Richard Francis Burton and British 

Army officer Charles “Chinese” Gordon, as well as about his own archaeological diggings.  Trout reviews 

Darrell Schweitzer’s Conan’s World and Robert E. Howard (Borgo Press, 1978) as being rather 

disappointing in its overall negative approach to REH’s prose, not to mention Schweitzer’s assessing “The 

Slithering Shadow” as “fairly good” and “Beyond the Black River” as “pretty poor.”  Burke begins his 

critique of “Beyond the Black River” and his reviews of movies that Howard had mentioned in his letters 

as having seen, the latter series being billed “Robert E. Howard at the Movies.”  [Parts of his zine were 

omitted from Mailing #91, but they were reprinted in #92 and #93.]  Burke’s “Beyond” critique is 

reproduced later herein and in my next zine.  Clark runs his own conception of how an interview of REH 

would have gone had he lived a full life.  

     In Mailing #92 (July, 1988), Trout starts a series of reviews of books that Howard had owned or read, 

of which Trout had bought more than a hundred (later in the Mailing, Clark mentions that he himself   
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owned even more of such).  Then Trout takes issue with Conan pasticheur and new REHupan, Leonard 

Carpenter, who, in Mailing #90, had said:  

I’ve portrayed our hero as sometimes vulnerable, often in pain, even occasionally fearful. 

But I see all that as a dramatic necessity.  The reader must identify with the protagonist; 

so, for the reader to be stressed, we have to stress the hero.  What appealed to me about 

Conan from the start was that he wasn’t a superhero or a suave “Mr. Cool,” but a living, 

breathing mortal like most of us who lives out his life “at risk” and sometimes “under the 

gun.”  No magic sword, no secret of royal birth, just a common man who survives and 

occasionally thrives by strength, intuition, and whatever weapon or wealth may come to 

hand.  For me that’s the essence of Conan. (p. 2) 

But Trout maintains that to treat Conan as a regular person is to destroy the very concept of the character.  

In support of this, he quotes John D. Clark (“Conan, the hero of all Howard’s heroes, is swashbuckler, 

indestructible and irresistible, as we’ve been at one time or another ...”) and Kimes (“Conan is a superhuman 

character, and you’re going to destroy him or distort him by trying to get too into what he’s feeling, how 

he relates to others, etc.) (p. 6)  Trout declares that REH meant Conan to be a Nietschean superman, 

stronger, fiercer, and more elemental than other men he meets. 

A character like Conan, who combines super-potency with viciousness, is there to thrill 

you, to give you a vicarious power trip, not for you to identify with.  … 

The reader is drawn into the archetype, because the drama and conviction of Howard’s 

prose makes you buy it.  Anybody who says something like “I’ll varnish this floor with 

your brains!,” you’d have to believe he was capable of it – anything else wouldn’t make 

dramatic sense.  The unrealistic can be sold to the reader, with no problem, given drama 

and conviction enough.  Phasers, lightsabres, hyper-space, the superman – all the stock 

trappings of science fiction can be accepted as real if the writing is convincing enough.  … 

This is one of the major ways in which Howard’s pastichers have never captured the feel, 

the drive and power of Howard. (pp. 14-15) 

 

Trout then critiques de Camp’s article “Howard’s Prototypes” from the zine Cromlech #2. [3]  “[H]e says 

that REH and Sir Richard Burton ‘shared a fierce but infantile intolerance of any sort of restraint or 

discipline.’  C’mon!  Both men were intent on having more personal freedom than the average member of 

the herd, and did something about it.” (p. 16)  Later, de Camp asserts “that part of the verve as a storyteller 

arose from the fact that ‘behind the mild, polite, reserved facade he presented to the world lurked a seething 

mass of anger, resentment, and hatred, which early set him a course towards eventual suicide and kept him 

on that course despite anything anyone could say.’  …  De Camp is mind-reading Howard again, projecting 

as great a degree of paranoia and fear as he can manage.” (p. 17)  In a letter in that same Cromlech [4], de 

Camp: 

 

writes that the main reason no one else can write Conan as well as Howard is that they 

don’t suffer from the “fears, hatreds and obsessions that so bedevilled Howard,” and he 

doesn’t wish to have his “shrink” “unbalance” him so he can write like Howard.  This 

comment, which de Camp has made before, infuriates me and amuses me at the same time.  

It is so typical of the blind, self-serving nature of the man.  Heaven forfend that the “main 

reason” none of the pastichers can write Conan as well as Howard is that none of them 

have one-tenth the skill of a Robert E. Howard.  And of course the “main reason” none of 

these pastichers, mostly novice writers and uninspired hacks, can write Conan stories as 
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well as Robert E. Howard isn’t that the very concept of writing stories about a character 

created by another author is a kind of unnatural act …; since no one could possibly 

duplicate the thoughts and ideas a dead author might have had, but never expressed, about 

a character he’d created. 

 

     And of course, Mr de Camp, with his obsessive need to run into the ground this dead 

writer from whom he’s derived some amount of renumeration and fame through his 

association with, who has to make it absolutely certain at every opportunity that people see 

that Howard was not a major American writer, not a man of unusual talent, but some kind 

of fluke, a Texan idiot-savant, whose appeal is somehow tied in with a suicidal madness 

he injected into his writing – for if Howard is not a fluke, but a writer of stature, than de 

Camp’s involvement in Conan is seen as the cancerous wart that it really is – de Camp is 

so much saner than Howard he wishes not to be made similarly unbalanced.  I dare say 

you’re bedevilled by some “fears, hatreds and obsessions,” Mr. de Camp.  We all are, for 

that matter.  They push some off the edge, maybe not some others.  The whys are not ours 

to know or judge. (pp. 17-18)  

 

Trout draws attention to the similarity of a passage in Jeffery Farnol’s Beltane the Smith, a novel REH 

owned and had read, to a passage in The Hour of the Dragon. 

 

     Burke discusses rhetorical and semantic techniques that de Camp employed in writing his Dark Valley 

Destiny biography [5] and other pieces to downplay REH’s skills and accomplishments, while 

overemphasizing indications of his supposed mental problems. 

 

     If any proof of this general drift were needed, we have only to note de Camp’s final 

word on the subject of Howard and films: 

 

“Brilliant and original as was much of Robert Howard’s action, it must not be forgotten 

that many of his sets and much of his action are reminiscent of his favorite motion 

pictures.” 

 

I’m going to show you something here, guys, about the use of syntax as rhetorical device: 

 

“Reminiscent of his favorite motion pictures as are many of his sets and much of his action, 

it must not be forgotten that much of Robert Howard’s action was brilliant and original.” 

 

Crom’s Beard!  What happened?  Did I really change anything about the statement?  No, I 

rearranged the words that were already there.  …  By doing so, I have changed the 

emphasis from the movies’ influence to Howard’s originality.  In de Camp’s sentence, 

by making Howard’s brilliance and originality the dependent concept, he has subtly – 

but firmly – downplayed them. (p. 8) 

 
Burke then presents Part 2 of his “Beyond the Black River” critique.  In it, he cites Howard’s famous 

concluding statement: “Barbarism is the natural state of mankind.  Civilization is unnatural.  It is a whim 

of circumstance.  And barbarism must always ultimately triumph.” And adds, “As Don Herron has quite 

effectively demonstrated, Howard’s stance is instead “dark barbarism” – civilization is not man’s true state, 

but a veneer imposed upon his societies; let him fail to vigorously defend that civilization, and barbarism 

lurks just beneath the surface, always ready to take over again.” (pp. 11-12) 
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     [What this doesn’t make clear, and what is often misunderstood about REH’s belief, is that civilization 

is not just a mere veneer on a society, but an actual difference in the composition of that society as it changes 

as the result of successive barbarian invasions, as Howard makes clear in Conan’s statement about 

Valannus: 

 

“Valannus wanted a fort built at the mouths of North and South Creeks” grunted the 

Cimmerian.  “Then the river could be patrolled constantly.  But the Government wouldn’t 

do it. 

 

“Soft-bellied fools sitting on velvet cushions with naked girls offering them iced wine on 

their knees – I know the breed.  They can’t see any farther than their palace wall.  

Diplomacy – hell!  They’d fight Picts with theories of territorial expansion.  Valannus and 

men like him have to obey the orders of a set of damned fools.  They’ll never grab any 

more Pictish land, any more than they’ll ever rebuild Venarium.  The time may come when 

they’ll see the barbarians swarming over the walls of the Eastern cities!” 

 

This view was no invention of Howard’s, but was the product of his extensive readings of history and its 

interpretation by his contemporaries.  It was a common view at the time that once-strong and vigorous 

civilizations like ancient Greece and Rome inevitably stagnated and decayed with time into debauched, 

degenerate societies no longer capable of fending off successive waves of invading barbarians from the 

north, who then conquered and enslaved them, only to be absorbed into that society and falling victim 

themselves to the next cycle of decadence, invasion, and conquest.] 

 

     Burke also comments to Garry Adrian that: 

 

Sprague [de Camp]’s done so much good for Conan, has uncovered so much that we 

otherwise wouldn’t know about Howard, is willing to engage us in a dialogue, blah blah 

blah.  …  However, I have come to oppose his Howardian viewpoints, and to believe that, 

considered as a whole, Sprague’s involvement with Conan has done more harm than good 

for Howard’s literary reputation.  His rigid insistence that Howard was bonkers – trotted 

out again in public, in words unchanged by the years, not modified in the least by 

participation in REHUPA debates, in the latest Cromlech – is, I think, really the root of the 

problem. (p. 37) 

 

To the vanished Kimes, Burke says:  

 

I say his mother’s final coma and impending death finally relieved Bob of the obligations 

he had to live and care for her.  It freed him to do what he’d been figuring on doing for a 

number of years.  Life was dull, uninspiring, bleak, hopeless – all that would happen if he 

lived was that he’d get old, and sick, and eventually he would die.  I think the amount of 

stress he’d been under for the last six months of his life prevented his thinking clearly when 

the climax finally came.  We know now that some otherwise-normal people are chemically 

– perhaps genetically – predisposed to depression and suicidal impulses.  Put such a person 

under stress, and see what happens.  I basically agree with your premise in your comment 

to Bill.  Howard did not kill himself because his mother was dying.  Howard was able to 

kill himself because his mother was dying.  We’re not far apart on why he shot himself, 

either, I think.  To me, his final words – “All fled, all done, so lift me on the pyre / The 

feast is over and the lamps expire” – sound more like resignation than despair. (p. 40) 

 

And to Carpenter: 
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In short, not going to college and not dating women just may well have been unimportant 

to Howard – he wanted to be a writer, and he put incredible time and energy into it, and 

damned if he didn’t succeed.  All the indications are that he would even eventually have 

triumphed, had not stress led him to give in to his gloomier, suicidal tendencies.  … [P]ut 

the “mother fixation” stuff up on the shelf.  Try to imagine this, that when the nurse told 

Bob his mother would not come out of her coma, that he did not think “Oh, mama, I can’t 

live without you.”  Try to imagine instead that he thought, “Okay, then, to hell with all this.  

I’m outta here.”  Try to imagine that he was a man strong enough to make a dream of being 

a selling writer come true, in Cross Plains, Texas, in the 1930s, through little more than 

sheer force of will driving artistic genius.  Try to imagine that, when relieved of any further 

obligation to care for his mother, Bob Howard did what so many of his creations do: he 

chose his own fate.  What I’m asking you to try to imagine gets to the very crux of my 

entire disagreement with Sprague.  If you accept his speculations about Howard, you see a 

man who contradicts most of what was in his stories, and that he didn’t really believe them 

– they were just wish-fulfillment.  If you try, on the other hand, to conjure up a mental 

picture of the man who wrote “Red Nails” and “Beyond the Black River” – and really 

believed them, told those stories to express ideas he truly felt – I believe you will find no 

contradiction with the facts of his life, or of his death.  What I ask of anyone new to this 

debate is that they just make the attempt to read some of Howard’s best stories – and not 

just Conan, though those are among his most mature work – and try to hold open the idea 

that this guy might have been not only a brilliant craftsman, but a true artist.  You and de 

Camp and others are more than willing to wax eloquent on Howard’s craft, but have always 

downplayed his art – his ideas.  Leonard, tracked back to their origins, de Camp’s 

speculations regarding Howard’s “attachment” to his mother are rooted in hearsay, and in 

trotting that hearsay past a pediatrician and a child psychologist of the de Camps’ 

acquaintance.  There is absolutely no evidence that supports his view over my more 

positive view that Howard’s devotion to his mother was very little different from my own, 

or any other sufficiently family-oriented, dutiful son.  My view is rooted in reading Howard 

– everything I could get my hands on, including his letters – and in lengthy talks with 

Novalyne [Price] Ellis, who not only knew Bob well in his last two years, but whose 

relationship with him was centered around writing, their mutual passion.  I’ll also go so far 

as to say that I’ll take the judgement of a teacher with forty-odd years of high school 

classroom experience, who knew Bob Howard, over the impressions of a pediatrician and 

a college professor who never met, nor knew much about Bob, other than what the de 

Camps told them.  …  [G]ive him credit for having been a pretty affable and stable human 

being (albeit with an unfortunate tendency to moodiness and depression), a guy whose 

strength of will was equal to the task of hammering out a living as a short story writer in 

Depression-era Texas, where such a thing was unheard of, and a writer not only of real 

craftsmanship but true artistic genius. (pp. 45-47)   

 

     Adrian submits a bibliography of Glen Cook’s works.  Regarding the objectives Carpenter had listed for 

his Conan pastiching, Clark comments: 

 

     I agree with your comments regarding the richness of Howard’s background creation of 

the Hyborian world and its kingdoms.  Bob only scratched the surface with the written or 

drafted Conan adventures.  One of the strengths is the parallelism to actual prehistory and 

archaeology.  While much is wild speculation, there is a foundation of truth, or a similarity 

to actual cultures, peoples, places, that you feel you’ve been or read about some of this 

before.  It captured my thoughts and emotions the first time I read them, and they still do. 
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     I cannot agree with your assertions regarding the oedipal conflict and it being resident 

in the Conan series.  The Conan tales rather reflect Howard’s growth towards developing 

his ideas about “barbarism,” in the context of the idea of the Noble Savage, and lost 

greatness that the modern man has displaced with his development of civilization.  [But 
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for REHupa #92 
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Herron argues that “Howards barbarians are not the naïve Noble Savages one associates 

with Rousseau …” [6]] 

 

… 

 

     There is no “kryptonite” weakness with Conan, though.  Conan cares to live as he 

pleases, and he accepts that one day he shall die.  Conan’s god is Crom, “who cares not for 

man.”  Conan shall rise, Conan shall fall, solely on the strength of his abilities.  This is 

clearly depicted in story after Conan story.  Sorcery and magic sometimes enter into the 

tales, but Conan never triumphs because of these – he triumphs in spite of them!  Conan is 

free from responsibility … something Howard was not … not with a mother dying for years 

and years … not with Howard working to help his parents make it thru the Great Depression 

… not with Howard feeling out-of-place in the rough and crud country when he really 

possessed the Bardic soul … 

 

     I will admit that it is a laudable goal to try and put true emotional impact into heroic 

fantasy/epic fantasy stories.  I just think you’re putting the wrong element in when you 

apply it directly to Conan.  Rather, take the approach of, say “Beyond the Black River,” or 

“A Witch Shall Be Born” with your pastiches.  Add the human element in, as Howard did, 

by emphasizing the supporting characters in the story.  And ram home the message of the 

superiority of the natural savage/man in contrast to the civilized one.  Then your pastiche 

stories might capture some of the feel of a True Howard Conan story. (pp. 18-19) 

 

Clark next has a bibliography of works REH owned or referred to in his letters, which he would totally 

repeat every time he updated it through several Mailings and which would culminate in Burke’s The Robert 

E. Howard Bookshelf [7], which includes any work it was known or might reasonably have been expected 

to be owned or read by REH based on his letters or on evidence in the stories.  Clark ends with a copy of 

Howard’s entry in the reference work Twentieth-Century Western Writers (1982) [8] and his regular Boxx 

Scores of members’ page tallies, which show that he is the first member to exceed a total of one thousand 

pages.  Rich Jervis runs his interview of member and artist Cavalier.  This successful Mailing, coupled with 

Cavalier’s election as OE, would mark the end of REHupa’s problems finding a good, reliable editor. 

 

     For Mailing #93 (Sep., 1988), Clark takes a turn as OE, because Cavalier would not actually be voted 

in until #95.  Cavalier does the cover of Section 1 (of 2) in color.  Howard Payne University’s Professor 

Charlotte Laughlin is voted in now as an honorary member, but who submits a letter saying she is so 

depressed by the recent death of her brother that’s she’s withdrawn from all extracurricular activities, 

including the Brown County Historical Society and its application for REH-related historical markers.  Lord 

writes a letter noting that Howard heir Alla Ray Kukendall has died, aged 95.  He also says he was told that 

the second TV adaptation of “Pigeons from Hell,” for the Darkroom series, had indeed been aired on 4 

December, 1981, the date on the script mentioned in my zines The Nemedian Chroniclers #18 and #28.  

[However, I believe this is erroneous, because I cannot confirm it on IMDb.com.] 

 

     Carpenter asks his fellow REHupans to give more credit and appreciation to de Camp “for a lifetime of 

scholarship and devotion to our hero and his work.” (p. 1)  In the next Mailing, Burke rebuffs this, saying:  

 

     I do appreciate do appreciate Sprague’s labors in digging up the facts of Howard’s life 

– he didn’t have to do it, he spent a lot or time doing it that he could have put, perhaps, to 

more profitable pursuits.  What bugs me is that, when it came time to write up his findings, 

he chose to put those facts into the service of his opinions.  In virtually every instance, 

these days, in which I find myself looking for something in Dark Valley Destiny, I find 
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another example or his flagrant editorializing.  …  [F]or me, all Sprague’s hard work has 

been aimed not at “devotion to our hero and his work” but to portraying Howard as little 

more than a gifted adolescent and at marketing the Conan stories.  I will continue to thank 

Sprague for what he has done – and it is considerable – but I will also continue to point out 

what I consider to be his errors – and they, too, are considerable. (pp. 19-20) 

 

     Carpenter next presents his own 18-page screen treatment of, of all things, de Camp’s Dark Valley 

Destiny, which he admits hasn’t gone anywhere because of copyright complications and filmmaker inertia.  

He summarizes his story thusly: 

 

[T]he same actor who plays Howard’s father plays the evil sorcerer, Mordaunt; the same 

actress who plays his mother plays the seductive queen Zenobia; and the same woman who 

portrays Novalyne Price appears as the swordslinging she-warrior, Agnes.  All three 

characters, I think, loom large in Howard’s fantasy world in these same respective roles.  

A different actor from the one who portrays Bob Howard should play Conan, however.  

 

After all, Howard’s heroes Kane, Kull, and Conan were gradually-evolving conceptions of 

his ideal self, intended to furnish escape from the nagging constraints and problems of his 

daily life, even while grappling with and attempting to solve them. (p. 1)   

 

[What a great film we might have had!]  Burke, in the next Mailing, dismisses the screen treatment as being 

far too subjective to be a valid look at REH. 

 

     Thomas Kovacs previews a publication he would debut at the 46th World Fantasy Convention 

(WorldCon) in 1988 in New Orleans, namely the second appearance of REH’s poem “The Return of the 

Sea-Farer.”   Its 25 copies were distributed at WorldCon, but strangely, and not noted at HowardWorks.com, 

some copies had the title “… Seafarer” and others had “… Sea-Farer.”  It last sold for $250 in 2019.  Next, 

Rick McCollum contributes a graphically illustrated 32-page story of his own. 

 

     Trout comments to Burke that: 

 

     I’ll maintain that there’s a touch of “Noble Savage” Romanticism in Conan, but that’s 

not the major influence – not alone.  Jack London is perhaps the single biggest influence, 

but really it’s a number of concepts and ideas that all come together in an original synthesis 

– what ex-REHUPAn Don Herron refers to as the “Dark Barbarian.”  Howard really was 

seeking realism in writing Conan, but his concept was also colored by some very 

romanticized views, including those of Haggard and ERB. (p. 4) 

 

and that: 

 

De Camp has a vested interest in making Howard seem nuts, or flukey, or anything else 

that diminishes his stature, because otherwise de Camp’s involvement with Conan, the way 

he’s made the canon into an 80-percent filler sausage, is seen as the cancerous wart on 

Howard’s literary legacy that it really is. (p. 3) 

 

     New member Dan Stumpf opines that REH’s stories were the result of an imaginative person 

daydreaming of himself as a character free of the burdens placed on him by a civilization that seemed not 

to be functioning, namely the burdens of taking care of a terminally ill parent and the constant emotional 

and financial strain it put him under. 
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from Mailing #93. 
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     Burke reprints Part 1 of his “Exploring ‘Beyond the Black River’,” which had appeared in the lost 

original version of Mailing #91.  In it, he makes his case for the story being based on the settlement of 

Texas, rather than on American colonists fighting with native Americans [the former would be fully made 

later by John Bullard in March and April, 2020, in posts to the blog adventuresfantastic.com], the latter 

argued by de Camp, who attributed Howard’s inspiration to the romances of Robert W. Chambers.  Burke 

shows that the only significant influence that Chambers had on REH was in the Conan story “Wolves 

beyond the Border,” which he left unfinished, probably because he realized it was too derivative.  Burke 

also has an essay positing that de Camp’s engineering background left him unable to believe Howard’s 

thesis in “Beyond” that barbarism is the natural state of mankind, and civilization must inevitably decay. 

 

He has gone so far as to say that these ideas are utterly false and childish. All his own work 

… portrays the fruits of civilization as good and the barbaric or less-civilized society as 

nasty and brutal.  …  De Camp is entirely without sympathy for what he terms “romantic 

primitivism.” (p. 35) 

 

… 

 

The corpus of de Camp’s work reveals that he believes Howard to have been immature, to 

have been overly devoted to his mother, to have been naïve to the ways of the world, and 

to have been a slipshod researcher who got by simply on sheer gusto.  His concerted efforts 

through the years to portray Howard as mentally unbalanced (the earliest example I find 

among my library is his introduction to “Shadows in Zamboula,” The Spell of Seven, 

Pyramid Books, 1955, in which he calls Howard “maladjusted to the point of psychosis”) 

including his tiresome assertion that he [himself] is not subject to Howard’s “fears, hatreds, 

and obsessions,” almost exactly parallel Griswold’s slanders of Poe. (p. 36) 

 

Howard was an important American writer, and … one should approach his life and his 

work, if not with reverence, then at least with respect. (p. 38) 

 

Burke declares that this character assassination in the introductions to Conan stories in anthologies, in 

articles in the fanzine Amra, and elsewhere has markedly damaged REH’s literary reputation [which I 

elaborated on in my zine in Mailing #272, pp. 24-38, not posted on REHeapa].  

 

     Burke and Cavalier advocate a strong REHupa presence at the upcoming WorldCon.  Cavalier reports 

on the 1988 gaming convention GenCon in Milwaukee.   

 

     In an 84-page zine (the largest yet and for a good while), Clark comments to Trout on Howard and 

Novalyne’s relationship: 

 

Nowadays, or at least in the recent past anyways, men where more obsessed with women 

as sex objects.  Guys typically go thru that effort first, before worrying or thinking about 

marriage.  Bob was a little old fashioned even for his own time, maybe, in that he really 

got to know Novalyne before he started to take their relationship seriously.  Unfortunately, 

from the text of One Who Walked Alone, it appears that Novalyne was about ready to 

classify Bob as only a “good friend” when he was ready to consider her his potential 

“Bêlit.”  The probably inevitable conclusion of their romance was obviously much more 

difficult for Bob to deal with, and given the circumstances (the seriously declining health 

of his mother) all too unfortunate that Bob had to deal with both of these traumatic 

situations over such a short period of time. 
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     He obviously got no assistance from his physician father, who from Dr. Howard’s 

correspondence with E. Hoffmann Price seems totally oblivious to his son’s situation 

leading up to his son’s death.  It is not surprising that Bob was responsible for his mother’s 

care, as I believe Dr. Howard was unable to care for his wife because of his own fatalism.  

And Dr. Howard’s longstanding inability to get along with his wife.  Could it be that the 

past years of differences, the battle of wills over sexual practices, over social graces, over 

the godforsaken area that Dr. Isaac Howard chose to settle in … could it be that all these 

past ill feelings between Isaac and Hester Howard led in later years to a studied indifference 

to his wife’s health?  And then while death comes a-slowly creeping onto Hester, wouldn’t 

a fatalist who believed in aspects of Eastern philosophy (such as Isaac Howard did) that 

Hester was finally reaping the pain and death she had for so long bitterly complained to 

Isaac about?  If you check Dark Valley Destiny pg. 62-63 (note incorrect listing in the Index 

which cites pg. 61) regarding Hester Howard’s tuberculosis and the problems between her 

and Isaac Howard, you’ll note that they were at odds for the majority of their marriage.  It 

is hard to corroborate this data from de Camp’s book with the much smaller slice of time 

which Novalyne Price Ellis tells of, but the picture she gives of both parents is not 

favourable.  So all the pressure of his mother’s death was on Bob unrelieved by assistance 

from the other member of his family.  Is it any wonder, that the one person who survived 

Hester Howard’s death is Dr. Howard, who during the time when his son and wife were 

around treated them generally with indifference or antagonism.  Dr. Howard must have 

been a bear to live with, especially when Bob was trying to apprentice as a writer and attend 

Howard Payne in 1924. (p. 6) 

 

     To Burke, Clark provides eight instances of REH’s making comments in letters or conversations that 

seem to prefigure his suicide.  In an essay entitled “Clyde Smith Remembers,” Clark discusses the 

relationship between REH and his friend Tevis Clyde “Clyde” Smith (1908-1984), as well as Smith’s later 

life, and reproduces a memoir about Howard from Smith’s self-published book Pecan Valley Days (1956), 

with two photos of REH.  The memoir is reproduced later herein.  Clark also contributes an essay on 

Howard’s friend and fellow pulp fictioneer E. Hoffmann Price (1898-1988), also later reproduced herein.  

He follows it with a bibliography of Price’s stories in the pulps Weird Tales and Unknown.  Then Clark 

reprints REH’s extensive entry in Twentieth-Century Literary Criticism [9], noting its unfortunate inclusion 

of quotes from Schweitzer’s abysmal study Conan’s World and Robert E. Howard [10] and H. R. Hays’s 

scurrilous book review “Superman on a Psychotic Bender” [11].  Clark observes that the latter was 

apparently de Camp’s source for his claims about REH’s mental illness [indeed, de Camp references it in 

Dark Valley Destiny], which de Camp started airing in the Gnome Press Conan hardbacks he edited. 

 

     De Camp obviously believed that he could play the armchair Freudian psychologist at 

one time.  He still believes he can rewrite the literary legacy of Robert E. Howard.  

Fortunately for those readers of Robert E. Howard in the future, they will have a chance to 

read Howard’s work separate from de Camp’s.  And the critics will continue to improve 

their evaluation of REH. (p. 56) 

 

     Returned member Don Herron reiterates his distaste for pastiches of REH and his belief that they’re only 

done for money.  He faults Clark for not crediting Steve Eng’s large contribution to Clark’s REH Library 

bibliography [though Clark would do so in a later revision], as well as for including books that were donated 

to the Howard Payne University collection posthumously.  Herron ends with a selected bibliography of his 

own works. 

 

     By Mailing #94 (Nov., 1988), membership is up to 21.  De Camp writes in to complain about a 

scheduling snafu during his reading at WorldCon, but Burke in his zine attributes it to nigh universal screw-
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ups by the programming committee.  De Camp also explains that, in answer to Clark’s query about why he 

has been ignoring Clark’s gibes: “Mr. Clark has at least twice called me a liar in print – not using that word, 

but his meaning was plain.  Now, there is some law against duelling, and I am a bit old for fisticuffs – not 

that I was ever good at them.  The only remaining way of dealing with such characters is to have as little as 

possible to do with them.  After all, I write these letters not for money but for amusement for fun.  If enough 

people make things unpleasant enough, then it ceases to be fun.” (p. 2)   

 

     Lord submits a letter clearing up a mystery as to the identity of a poet Howard had mentioned about 

writing to, only to be basically rebuffed upon meeting him.  Lord determined the poet to be Benjamin 

Musser, the editor of several poetry magazines who had been impressed enough by REH’s verse that he 

published one of his poems in Contemporary Verse and another in JAPM: The Poetry Weekly (I reproduced 

the latter in my last zine, pp. 36-37).  Burke later recounted the details [12], which I summarized in my zine 

The Nemedian Chroniclers #19 (pp. 15-16).  Musser had not meant to offend Howard, but had had an 

epiphany, causing him to discontinue his poetical publications and his contacts with “Bohemians” like 

REH, and to devote the rest of his life to religious work as a lay monk.  

 

     Karl Edward Wagner writes in to report on his experiences at WorldCon.  Herron presents his essay 

“Swords at the Academy Gates; or Robert E. Howard Is There, Where Are the Critics?” [13] on the 

continued disregard of REH’s merits as a writer by academia.  New member Marc Cerasini runs his essay 

“‘Come Back to Valusia Ag’in, Kull Honey!’: Robert E. Howard and Mainstream American Literature” 

[14], in which he discusses close male/male relationships in the Kull and Solomon Kane stories, which are 

similar to those in such classic American novels as Huckleberry Finn, Cooper’s Leatherstocking Tales, 

Moby Dick, and Poe’s “Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket.”  Adrian reports on WorldCon, as 

does new member Terry Lawson. 

 

     New member Charles “Chuck” Hoffman opines that one of the prototypes that influenced REH’s 

conception of Conan was Confederate Lt. General Nathan Bedford Forrest, whom, he argues, was seen by 

Howard as a natural-born warrior in the Conan mold and was even used as a character in his story “For the 

Love of Barbara Allen.”  Herron agrees with this in the next Mailing.  Hoffman also proffers his own map 

of the Thurian continent.  Hoffman would go on to be one of the most perceptive and productive of REH 

critics, having written such seminal essays as “Conan the Existential” [15], coedited the Howard journal 

Cromlech with Cerasini, coauthored Robert E. Howard: Starmont Reader’s Guide #35 (Starmont House, 

1987) with Cerasini; receiving two Cimmerian Awards for essays; and being Guest of Honor at Howard 

Days 2012.  I profiled him in my zine The Nemedian Chroniclers #9. 

 

     Burke explains that the success of the previous two REH gatherings in Cross Plains in 1986 and in 

Nashville in 1987 led him to organize a Howard banquet at WorldCon with Novalyne as guest speaker, 

which was a rousing success.  Burke supplies a detailed trip report on the Con, which was attended by 

Adrian, Tim Arney, Cavalier, Cerasini, Clark, Bo Cribbs, Terry Dale, the de Camps, Steve Ghilardi, 

Hoffman, Jervis, Kovacs, the Laughlins, Lawson, Lord, Trout, and Bob Weinberg.  Burke extols it as “one 

of the most memorable Howard experiences of a lifetime.” (p. 7) 

 

     Novalyne’s speech was edited and published by Burke. [16]  In it, she states that she and Howard never 

went beyond being friends because their individual plans and obligations prevented their relationship from 

meshing.  REH was fascinated by history, people, and writing.  He was brilliant, exuberant, and moody, 

but not paranoid or overly dependent on his mother.  Family members simply helped one another more than 

they do now.  He thought of himself as a loner and hack because he had low self-esteem, but worked hard 

to succeed and meet his responsibilities, which didn’t give him time to socialize as others did, nor did he 

feel a need to conform.  Howard drew heavily on the history, people, and settings of Texas for story 

material.  Factors in his suicide were the limited number and availability of friends, his lack of time to work 
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undisturbed and to sleep while caring for his mother, the extreme stress he was under, and his pessimistic 

worldview. 

 

     Burke comments to Stumpf that, as far as writing fiction, “westerns were Bob’s true love.” (p. 23)  Burke 

declares to Clark, concerning “de Camp’s completely off-the-wall speculations regarding Howard’s 

influences” in his article “Howard’s Prototypes” [17], that de Camp seemed “to suggest basically, that 

Howard never had an original idea in his life, but got every little detail of every story from someone else's 

stories.  This is patently absurd.  He presents no evidence to show Howard had read any of these works.  I 

note, for example, that the Charles Skinner whom de Camp wants to credit with a couple of Howard’s ideas 

does not appear on the library list.  I wonder why he thinks Howard would have read this book?  I also 

would suggest that the idea of “the little colony (French in one version, Zingaran in another) on a wild, 

distant coast” could easily have come from Texas history – the story of La Salle’s ill-fated colony is a 

romantic bit of Texas lore, and was included in the Texan history which Mrs. Ellis informs me was the 

standard in schools in her (and Howard’s) day.  I also note that William Morris does not appear on the 

library list, nor is he among the writers Howard says he admires ([Lord’s] The Last Celt, pp. 44-47).” (pp. 

30-31) 

 

     And to Clark, Burke bemoans the fact that, in the REH entry in Twentieth-Century Literary Criticism 

that Clark reproduced, 7 of the 12 pages are given over to the disparagements of Hays, de Camp, and 

Schweitzer.  Burke tells Herron that he considers Herron’s The Dark Barbarian as “the finest contribution 

to Howard scholarship, and the beginning of the crack in the wall that will eventually save Howard’s literary 

reputation from the bad-mouthing of folks like de Camp and Schweitzer.” (p. 32)  Burke says he has a low 

opinion of every Conan pastiche he has read except, to some degree, Wagner’s, who at least seems to have 

a basic understanding of the character.  “It has occurred to me that, if these guys doing what I have taken 

to calling Dronan novels had any sort of respect for themselves as writers, they would be writing their own 

stories, about their own characters.  But they have no respect for themselves, and certainly little or no 

respect for Howard’s art.  They have respect only for the check they get from the publishers.” (p. 32) 

 

     Cavalier submits a travel report on WorldCon, in which he says, regarding Novalyne’s talk: 

 

[W]hile Mrs. Ellis may be diminutive in stature, she more than makes up for it in presence 

and personality.  A vital woman, she spoke with forcefulness and dignity while relating 

stories about Bob Howard, his writing, and the Cross Plains of the 1930’s.  It was 

mesmerizing to a Howard junkie like me. (p. 6)   

 

…  As he speech progressed, Mrs. Ellis painted a wonderfully vivid picture of the man she 

knew so many years ago, and she did it in an eloquent speech that showed not only the vital 

person that Bob Howard was, but the vital person she continued to be throughout her life. 

It was poignant, witty, and I for one was spell-bound. 

 

…  Of REH’s taking care of his mother, it was the custom of the time, and wasn’t 

considered all that odd at the time.  Mrs. Price did relate that REH lacked self-confidence, 

and taking care of his mother was a great confidence builder for him. 

 

     The main message I got from listening to Novalyne Ellis speak about REH was that 

she’s extremely upset that a good many folk consider REH to be a raving lunatic … or an 

idiot savant at best (my terminology).  She wants to make it crystal clear that ol’ Bob was 

a unique individual, and that he was, indeed, a 3-dimensional person, a visionary, a gifted 

writer …  Time has not dimmed Mrs. Ellis’ high opinions of Robert E. Howard. 
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     And she is greatly concerned that her “message” is getting across, and that the Robert 

E. Howard that was presented in her book and in her speech is the Howard that will be 

remembered by his legion of fans.  And I’ll tell you another thing, gang: she’s counting on 

us to help keep that positive presentation around!” (p. 8) 

 

During the Q&A session afterward, Novalyne said that she didn’t feel that REH had as deep a belief in 

reincarnation that a number of REHupans think he may have had.  “I think Mrs. Ellis feels pretty good 

about her ‘message’ about Robert E. Howard falling upon the right ears, and it seems to have gone a 

considerable way to assuaging what guilt she still has to this day over his suicide.  She also appreciates the 

fact that those of us in REHUPA recognize the genius of Robert E. Howard.” (p. 10)  Cavalier later got to 

hear the story of Howard’s legendary Trunk of typescripts and papers, whose contents got transferred to 

three cardboard boxes.  Cavalier also advertises for sale the first of the many T-shirts with REH-related 

illustrations on them, produced at the sign and illustration shop at which he was then working. 

 

     Clark comments to Carpenter that de Camp: 

 

has a vested interest in presenting Bob Howard in a negative light and Mr. de Camp has 

done so maliciously for nearly 25 years.  

 

     The Spraguer has a vested interest in lining his own pockets.  That is his interest in Bob 

Howard.  Let me quote Mr. Lyon Sprague de Camp’s own words: “Since litigation with 

Gnome Press as still pending, de Camp’s legal advisors urged him to add more stories to 

the saga to strengthen the legal position of the heirs and himself.  De Camp and Carter were 

thus persuaded to write several additional stories following Howard’s original plan of 

Conan’s life.  As the Gnome Press case was being settle out of court, in 1966 publication 

of the Lancer series began.  It proved highly successful.  Because of the demand, de Camp 

and Carter wrote more Conan stories, including two novels, until there were twelve books 

in the Lancer series.  These pastiches had a mixed reception from admirers of Robert 

Howard, although they sold about as well as the authentic Howard and Conan stories.” 

(Dark Valley Destiny, p. 363) 

 

… 

 

Throughout the 1960’s de Camp used Amra as his vehicle to spread his versions of Bob 

Howard.  Then, thru his introductions to the various Conan paperbacks his version reached 

the widest possible audience.  …  Now de Camp’s idea about Bob Howard is quite widely 

accepted by people who’ve never read much about REH. (p. 6) 

 

Clark comments to Burke: 

 

I agree that Dr. Howard had it hard as a result of the death of his son.  Obviously he had 

many years of anguish until his own death.  I can’t help but think that REH himself was 

looking at those future years, when he’d have to care for his father just as he had for his 

mother.  Imagine the strain.  Dr. Howard was already suffering from Diabetes.  That can 

be a very degenerative disease in its later stages.  This is just another factor of the stress 

which Bob Howard had to bear and that influenced his reaction – suicide. (p. 20) 

 

Clark discourses on REH’s influences: 

 
I note in Clyde Smith’s article [from Pecan Valley Days and reproduced in the previous 

Mailing] the mention of the following writers and poets as being about REH’s favourites: poets 
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James Elroy Flecker, Stephen Vincent Benet, & G. K. Chesterton; writers William 

Shakespeare, Ambrose Bierce, Sir Walter Scott, & Charles Dickens.  [What] amazes me, the 

more I research with Steve Trout’s REH literary resource material, [is] the breadth and depth 

of Howard’s readings.  … Benet and Chesterton are directly represented in Howard’s personal 

library with long epic poems, Dickens by one of his classic works.  …  Bierce would be a 

natural REH writer, with his social commentary, caustic wit, and dark themes.  Also Bierce’s 

connection to Jack London and the SF Bohemian Writer’s scene.  Trout and I have always 

thought Scott was an REH influence – Ivanhoe, The Black Douglas, The Talisman and the 

poem “The Lady of the Lake” come instantly to mind as works REH would have looked for 

and enjoyed with their medieval themes and stirring battle action.  The Immortal Bard [was] 

himself most obviously an influence to the recently published Lewd Tales … I’d say the 

Sonnets, and the comedies “The Taming of the Shrew” and “Love’s Labour Lost” are the most 

likely sources that Howard drew for his background. (pp. 26-27) 

 

[Bierce’s influence on REH has recently been documented by Bullard. [18]] 

 

     Clark goes on to say: “Even considering that Bob Howard only attended one year at Howard Payne 

Academy, one must say that Bob had received a much higher level of formal schooling than was the norm 

or average for America (and particularly Westerners) for that time period.  Only 15% of the population 

even attend college during that time period (World Almanac, 1976).  Howard has by far received more 

formal training that many of his peers, definitely more than Lovecraft & Smith.  College did not have the 

same meaning in the 1920’s that it has in the 1980’s.  I feel we can safely put to rest any of the notions that 

de Camp has spread over the years that Bob Howard was an ‘idiot savant’ who had no idea what he was 

creating.” (p. 20)  

 

     Clark also reports on WorldCon (with photos) and on his and Burke’s earlier visit to Novalyne’s home 

to interview her. 

 

 

 
 

Center left to right:  Novalyne Price Ellis, Rusty Burke, Steve Ghilardi, & Steve Trout at WorldCon 1988. 
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Bill Cavalier and Novalyne Price Ellis at WorldCon 1988. 

 

 

     The Mailing ends with future REHupan Dennis McHaney’s zine The Howard Review #8, franked by 

Burke, which we reviewed in The Nemedian Chroniclers #6 (Mailing #224). 

 

     In Mailing #95 (Jan., 1989), Trout says he fondly remembers Howard as the originator of the ghostly 

boxing story (e.g. “The Apparition in the Prize-Ring”) and the horror western (e.g. “The Dead Remember”).  

He probably did this sort of “genre-bending” in order to improve his chances for selling his stories; if he 

couldn’t sell a given story to a pulp in one genre, maybe he could sell it to one in another genre.  “The Dead 

Remember” finally enabled him to crack Argosy.  This is likely why REH invented Sword & Sorcery.   

 

     In a 58-page zine, Clark agrees with Cribbs that it is unreasonable to expect Howard or any other pulp 

writer to get all his historical fiction accurate, considering the time and resources required and the facts that 

most readers were just looking for entertainment and that archaeology was an inexact and developing 

science.  “REH is usually right on the money when it comes to his setting and historical period, and he adds 

the details necessary for the flow of the story.  Give REH a little break as he is writing short stories, after 

all, rather than novel length works.  But REH’s short historical fiction is as good as that of Stevenson, 

Conan Doyle, Stephen Crane, Joseph Conrad just to name a few other writers.” (p. 11)  Clark reveals he 

has a Bachelor degree in engineering physics, at least worked on one in ancient history, and is employed 

by Martin Marietta Aerospace.  He gives a trip report on WorldCon and Novalyne’s speech with photos 

(including shots of the copies of Weird Tales containing “The Devil in Iron” and The Complete Works of 
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Pierre Louÿs given her by Howard.  Clark claims that the Scottish writer S. R. Crockett (1860-1914) had 

an important influence on modern heroic fantasy by bridging the gap between Morris and Lord Dunsany. 

 

     McCollum presents his own 11-page graphic strip, whose cover is depicted below.  Lawson talks about 

a phone conversation he had with E. Hoffmann Price in 1985.  Carpenter advises members: 

 

     I caution everyone to beware of too much purism in appreciating Robert E. Howard. 

Fannish idolatry can be pathological, a form of death-worship engaged in by minds who, 

on some deep level, fear the life process.  …  

 

     Howard’s writings must be imitated, elaborated, even bowdlerized, perhaps, if they are 

to remain alive and not just an artifact – extended and revised, too, in directions Bob 

himself would have taken, had he remained alive to grow and learn.  …  

 

     Remember, Conan as written by Howard is to some degree a failure – our hero failed in 

his assigned task of saving his author’s life, by failing to demonstrating a survivable 

adjustment to a harsh, worrisome world. (p. 3) 

 

Substitute the name of any other art from for writing in this pathetic apology to demonstrate what a bogus 

piece of crass rationalization this is.  And he goes on like this for three, even worse, pages.  Clark is 

unusually tolerant in the next Mailing, only commenting that pastiches should be published separately from 

REH’s works. 

 

  
 

     In his 52-page zine, Burke summarizes of the first five REHupa Mailings, beginning the first history of 

REHupa.  He comments to Herron, about his The Dark Barbarian, that: “I am one reader who found your 
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(and Dick Tierney’s) notion of Howard’s great theme as the sweep of human history a real eye-opener.”  In 

support of this, Burke quotes Lovecraft speaking about REH: 

 

I always gasped at his profound knowledge of history – including some of its more obscure 

corners – and admired still more his really astonishing assimilation and visualization of it.  

He was almost unique in his ability to understand and mentally inhabit past ages …  He 

had the imagination to go beyond mere names and dates and get. at the actual texture of 

life in the bygone periods which he studied.  He could visualize all the details of everyday 

existence in these periods, and subjectively enter into the feelings of their inhabitants.  As 

a result, the past was as alive for him as the present – while his grasp of general historical 

and anthropological principles enabled him to construct from pure imagination those 

prehistoric worlds of mystery and adventure and necromancy whose lifelike 

[convincingness] and consistent substance won such universal praise. [19] 

 

… 

 

I am convinced that the view of the de Camp-followers which attempts to place Howard in 

the “imaginary worlds” tradition of Morris, Dunsany, etc. – which attempts to understand 

Howard as “romance” – is wrong.  I believe he can be better understood with reference to 

the “wonder tales” tradition of the folk-tale storyteller.  His heroes spring not from the 

tradition of “romance” (which basically arises in the Middle Ages), but from the wellspring 

of myth and legend.  …  I am finding, as I research this topic, that Howard’s work fits into 

the patterns identified by Joseph Campbell and his many sources, the patterns of myth, 

legend, and folk-tale. And I am convinced that it is this which makes Howard’s work so 

popular … (p. 33)  

 

     Regarding de Camp, Burke advises Cribbs:  

 

I will simply ask you to read Dark Valley Destiny (and its forebears, The Miscast 

Barbarian, “Skald in the Post Oaks,” etc.) with an eye out for the following pattern, first, 

a statement made as speculation (“perhaps A”); the same statement later put forth as 

established or accepted fact (“A”); the same statement later (or simultaneously) used in 

support of another speculation (“A, and thus perhaps B”); both statements later asserted as 

fact, in support of yet another speculation (“A and B, thus perhaps C”); and so forth, on 

and on.  …  It was the disparity between the portrayals of those who knew him well and 

those who knew him barely if at all, that first prompted me to look more closely at what de 

Camp was writing, and in doing so I stumbled onto the pattern I’ve outlined above, of 

speculations turned into assertions of fact without benefit of supporting evidence.  

Sprague’s motto seems to be, “I have said it and thus it must be so.”  (pp. 34-35)   

 

     Burke reproduces Novalyne’s 1988 letter to Thomas Collins in the latter’s zine The Barbarian Scroll 

#6, in which she discusses such things about Howard as the care he provided his ailing mother, as dutiful 

sons did back then, and not out of a Freudian attachment, and says REH pronounced “Conan”’ as “KOnun”. 

[20] 

 

     And so ends #95, continuing an upswing in length and quality of the Mailings as REHupa finally entered 

a new phase of relevance to Howard and of editorial stability that it enjoys to this day. 
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TABLE OF REHUPA MAILING MEMBERS (IN JOINING ORDER) AND PAGES 

MAILING #  91  92  93  94  95 

Glenn Lord          2    2     

Don Herron          17    9    9 

Steve Trout  26  24  20  20  26 

Robert Barger        1    9        3 

Rick McCollum    1   34    5  16 

Vernon M. Clark  13  35    84  74  58 

Rusty Burke  16  48    44  38  52 

Graeme Flanagan    2       4       

L. Sprague de Camp    3          2  

Bill Cavalier    2  12    7  21   10  

Thomas Kovacs         4       

Garry Adrian      18    6  31     4  

Rich Allen Jervis     12    8    5    4 

Leonard Carpenter        19        4  

Charlotte Laughlin         2       

Dan Stumpf         3      

Steve Ghilardi        16       

Karl Edward Wagner            1   

Bo Cribbs          4    4 

Marc A. Cerasini              5      

Charles E. Hoffman             5     

Terry Lawson                2    4 

Dennis McHaney          38    

OE & Rules Matter    3    3    8    6    4 

TOTAL incl. Cover(s)  66 153 287 268 198 
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RUSTY  BURKE’S  CRITIQUE  OF  “BEYOND  THE  BLACK  RIVER”  

FROM  MAILINGS  #91  AND  #92  (PART 1  OF  2) 
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CLYDE  SMITH’S  “ADVENTURER  IN  PULP”  FROM  PECAN  VALLEY  

DAYS  
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VERN  CLARK’S  “E.  HOFFMANN  PRICE:  THE  DRAGOMAN’S  

JOURNEY”  FROM  MAILING  #93 
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